
Free Trial Fonts
End User License Agreement

1) This is a license agreement between you (this computer user) and Displaay (Martin Vácha). It is applicable for the free trial font (font 
software). Downloaded files into your computer contain font software that is the intellectual property of designer, represented here by 
Displaay. You agree that the font software is owned by Displaay. You have downloaded files and license which allows you certain rights to 
use the font software. You are not authorized to sublicense, sell, lend or lease the font software.

2) This license grants you to install font software only on one (1) computer that is your own property and only used by you. License allows 
you to use this font software for trial purposes in non-commercial projects. For commercial use you have to own retail license.

3) You are not allowed to modify, rename or convert the original font software. You are not allowed to copy the font software or allow third 
party to copy the Font Software. You can backup files of the font software only for your own purposes.

4) The fonts may be embedded into files PDF, EPS and as rasterized files (PNG, GIF, JPG, JPEG). In other cases you must ensure that the 
viewers of electronic documents are not be able to extract font software if not, other kind of embedding is prohibited.

5) No warranties are granted. In no case Displaay is take liability to you. Using the font software is on your own risk. By downloading, 
using and installing the font software, you acknowledge that you have read, understood, and agreed to the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement. Any breach of the terms and conditions of this agreement terminates your license to use the font software. This agreement is 
governed by the laws of the Czech Republic.

If you have any questions, please contact me: xyz@displaay.net
Version 1.1, Nov 2016
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End User License Agreement
Free Trial Fonts, Web

1) This is a license agreement between you (this computer user) and Displaay (Martin Vácha). It is applicable for the free trial 
font (font software). Downloaded files into your computer contain font software that is the intellectual property of designer, 
represented here by Displaay. You agree that the font software is owned by Displaay. You have downloaded files and license which 
allows you certain rights to use the font software. You are not authorized to sublicense, sell, lend or lease the font software.

2) This license grants you to install font software only on one (1) computer or one (1) domain that is your own property and only 
used by you. License allows you to use this font software for trial purposes in non-commercial projects. For commercial use you 
have to own retail license.

3) You are not allowed to modify, rename or convert the original font software. You are not allowed to copy the font software or 
allow third party to copy the Font Software. You can backup files of the font software only for your own purposes.

4) No warranties are granted. In no case Displaay is take liability to you. Using the font software is on your own risk. By 
downloading, using and installing the font software, you acknowledge that you have read, understood, and agreed to the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement. Any breach of the terms and conditions of this agreement terminates your license to use the font 
software. This agreement is governed by the laws of the Czech Republic.

If you have any questions, please contact me: xyz@displaay.net
Version 1.0, Jul 2017
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